


DeFabrique is the perfect location for events ranging from 50 to 3,500 people. Our former mixed 
feed factory is sure to include the perfect space for your exhibition, conference, or party.

CONTACT DETAILS
DeFabrique
Westkanaaldijk 7
3542 DA Utrecht

+31 (0)30 240 40 30
info@defabrique.nl
www.defabrique.nl

PERFECTLY ACCESSIBLE
DeFabrique is located in Utrecht, between railway 
tracks, a canal, and the motorway. Thanks to its 
unique location at the heart of the Netherlands 
and a mere stone’s throw away from Schiphol 
International Airport, our site is easily accessible 
for guests from all over.

INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE WITH MODERN 
FACILITIES
DeFabrique’s characteristic atmosphere will be 
the perfect backdrop for your event. The modern 
facilities help ensure a high-quality gathering.

EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE
The DeFabrique team has a good seventeen years’ 
worth of experience in providing support for and 
organising events.
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Jan and Krijnie felt that the old factory with 
its characteristic spaces presented a perfect 
opportunity to preserve a piece of history and 
share it with others. Their drive to make optimal 
use of the building and its industrial environment 
resulted in an utterly modern events venue with a 
unique look and feel.

“Every room has been lovingly 
renovated and has its own story to tell, 
creating a lasting impression on our 
guests, time and time again.”

PROFESSIONAL EVENTS ORGANISER
DeFabrique developed very rapidly; we quickly 
scaled up from one event each week to three a 
week, and from 30 guests per event to around 100. 
DeFabrique is currently one of the most visited 
events venues in the country.

When Ulbe Twijnstra first commissioned the 
construction of this linseed oil and mixed feed 
factory, he could not have known that eighty 
years later, it would become one of the most 
characteristic and innovative events venues in 
the Netherlands. Allow us to take you back in 
time…

CONSTRUCTION OF THE FACTORY
In 1921, a modern factory for the production of 
linseed oil and oil cakes to be used as animal 
feed, arose a mere stone’s throw from the town of 
Maarssen. After the Second World War, the factory 
switched to producing oil using copra, the dried 
kernels of coconuts. In 1962, the factory stopped 
producing oil and began focusing entirely on 
producing mixed feed.

THE CREATION OF DEFABRIQUE
In 1996, their production activities were moved to 
Deventer, meaning that the old factory became 
obsolete. The old factory was for sale for five 
whole years, until Jan and Krijnie van Eck bought 
the factory to repurpose it into an events venue, 
called ‘DeFabrique’.

REPURPOSED INDUSTRIAL HER
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THIS IS WHY PEOPLE 
CHOOSE DEFABRIQUE!

21 warehouses, silos, and halls that can accommodate between 50 
and 3.500 visitors with a total floor area of more than 10.000 m².

An industrial building, lovingly renovated

Flexible and proactive team with well over 
15 years’ worth of experience

Incredibly fast wireless internet

Creative & unique catering

Centralized location in Utrecht

Easy to get to using public transport and the A2 motorway

700 free parking spots

Family business

8



APPROACH
1. SITE VISIT
We would love to give you a 
tour of our characteristic events 
venue.

2. PROPOSAL
We will provide you with a 
unique proposal based on 
your application and your site 
visit. 

3. PREPARATION
Our producer will contact you 
in due time to discuss the 
necessary details. 

5. EXECUTION
On the day of the event, your own 
personal event manager (your 
contact for the whole day) will 
welcome you to the venue. The 
event manager and your producer 
will then discuss the plan and any 
last details that may require your 
attention with you.

6. ASSESSMENT
After the event our account 
manager will contact you to discuss 
the preparatory process and the 
execution.

4. PRODUCTION MEETING
Around 14 days before any event, 
we like to schedule a so-called 
production meeting.

more information
9

https://defabrique.nl/en/organisation/approach/


INDUSTRIAL VINTAGE

AN OLD FACTORY AS YOUR 
BACKDROP
Our aim is to enrich people’s lives, 
and we believe that our industrial 
heritage allows us to do so. As 
such, we are very proud of our fully 
renovated mixed feed factory.
 
The rusty pipes, worn walls, original 
factory windows and silos form the 
perfect backdrop for a cool, much 
talked-about event. 
 
Seated on our own industrial 
vintage furniture, we will provide an 
unforgettable experience.

INTERIOR DESIGN

more information
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https://defabrique.nl/en/service-facilities/interior-design/


SITTING DINNERDUTCH CAFÉ

MOBILE LIVING ROOMS

“During a creative brainstorming 
session, we come up with ideas for 
creating the right atmosphere.” 
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It has become nigh-on impossible to 
imagine an event without the addition 
of technology. The quality level of any 
conference or corporate festival these days 
stands or falls by the right use of lighting, 
sound, and digital support. Our aim is to 
take care of as many of your worries as 
possible, so we make sure to keep abreast 
of any new innovations and have all of the 
necessary professional equipment and staff 
available at our locations.

INTERNET | GO ONLINE WITH THE PRESS 
OF A SINGLE BUTTON
Internet is like tap water these days, a basic 
amenity for both event managers and visitors. 
More and more events are 100% dependent on 
fast and reliable Internet. Our optic fibre Internet 
connection is safe and easily operated using one 
of our network controllers, allowing you to go 
online in a matter of seconds!

HD PROJECTORS | INCREDIBLY CRISP 
PRESENTATIONS, ABSOLUTELY 
GUARANTEED
With our brand new HD projectors, incredibly 
crisp presentations are guaranteed! These 
powerful laser projectors use the latest 
technology and require no maintenance, 
allowing us to guarantee the same high quality 
level every single day.

“Create any desired 
atmosphere in the 
blink of an eye.”

TECHNOLOGY
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LED LIGHTING | CREATE ANY DESIRED 
ATMOSPHERE IN THE BLINK OF AN EYE 
Save 70% on energy consumption and create any 
desired colour combination in the blink of an eye? 
The notion was music to our ears. That’s why our 
partner Bijman Audiovisueel installed 248 Robe 
Robin ParFect 100 RGBW LED light fixtures at 
DeFabrique. With a mere two buttons, we are able 
to control the light’s intensity and a colour wheel 
containing 237 shades, allowing us to create any 
desired atmosphere at our industrial location in 
no time, saving production teams a lot of time and 
effort.

QUALITY CONTINUITY
Adjusting lights and sound properly in an industrial 
location is not easy. That is why DeFabrique 
has been working with Bijman Audiovisueel for 
many years now. This allows us to guarantee that 
your audiovisual message will be communicated 
optimally using high-end lighting, visuals, and 
sound.

OPTIMAL UNBURDENING
We like to take on as many of your burdens as 
possible. Do you need an extra microphone or 
projector? Or are you dreaming of a 10-metre-wide 
screen for your plenary presentation? Rest assured; 
no matter the request, we can take care of it for you.

more information
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https://defabrique.nl/en/service-facilities/technology/


SUSTAINABILITY
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DeFabrique feels that sustainability is very important, 
because it is the only way to engage in entrepreneuring 
with future generations in mind.

WE CONTRIBUTE TO A BETTER WORLD BY 
WAY OF THE FOLLOWING:

• Renovating industrial heritage using recycled materials
• Using 100% green energy
• Offering alternatives to beverages that are high in sugar
• Stimulating our guests to serve tap water
• Using LED lighting
• Reducing no-show at events
• Stimulating our guests to use public transport to get to our 

venue
• Buying from local (organic) suppliers
• Using environmentally-friendly cleaning agents and 

engaging in waste separation
• Digitalising our documentation as much as possible
• Using paper with the FSC/PEFC and ECT/TCF labels
• 334 solar panels to enable energy-neutral events

SILO 0

more information
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https://defabrique.nl/en/organisation/sustainability/


Your visitors will hardly know where to look 
when entering the exhibition through your 
exclusive entrance. Musical entertainment will 
add a relaxed vibe to the reception, and there 
will be catering and sanitation to boot. Due 
to its many different spaces, DeFabrique is 
perfect for exhibitions with a surface area of 
between 200 m2 and 10,000 m2.

DISTINGUISHING APPEARANCE
The old factory’s industrial appearance 
provides an added dimension for your 
exhibition and sets it apart from regular trade 
exhibition venues.

EXTENSIVE FACILITIES
DeFabrique’s spaces all feature plenty of 
sub rooms and technology sets that are 
tuned specifically for the acoustics and 
characteristics of each individual space, 
perfect for lectures or sales pitches.

HIGH-QUALITY CATERING
How about a picnic in a Central Park-
themed setting or an after party in 
an atmosphere akin to that of the 
Berlin club scene? No problem: our 
experienced team will work with 
you to organise an absolutely 
unforgettable exhibition!

LOODS 8

“20 Characteristic industrial 
spaces to mix and match in an 
endless variety of ways.” 

EXHIBITION

more information
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https://defabrique.nl/en/event-type/fair/


LOODS 7

COPRALOODSDOMES

SIGNING

PERSERIJ

EXHIBITION
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LOODS 7

COPRALOODS

CONFERENCE
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Say you are organising a conference 
and are looking for something 
new, something different. An 
extraordinary atmosphere, a creative 
catering concept, or a location that 
will be much talked about… You 
want to come up with a formula that 
will ensure that your conference 
becomes an unforgettable event.

EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE
Our flexible and proactive team would be 
happy to collaborate with you to ensure 
that your conference features a proper 
substantive programme, astonishing 
entertainment, and creative catering.

PLENTY OF SPACE FOR THE 
PERFECT EVENT
DeFabrique can accommodate between 
50 and 3,500 guests and consists of 
over 20 surprising spaces featuring first-
class facilities for you to mix and match.

COPRALOODS

“A unique mix of 
technology and history.”

more information
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https://defabrique.nl/en/event-type/conference/


“For a memorable party, you 
need a location that is bursting 
at the seams with character.”

COMPANY PARTY
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The ultimate company party at an impressive 
location, featuring dazzling entertainment and 
delicious bites and drinks. Whether you are 
inviting 50 or 3,500 guests, the perfect space 
for your memorable party is surely among the 
twenty surprising industrial spaces at our former 
mixed feed factory.

WHY THROW 1 PARTY WHEN YOU CAN 
THROW 4?
How can you ensure that your party remains 
surprising throughout and that your guests are 
optimally entertained? By switching between various 
rooms throughout the night! Our special party 
concept has your guests file through a number 
of spaces throughout the night, from reception to 
dinner into party and after party. With a choice of 20 
characteristic spaces that are linked by a range of 
exciting passageways, your party is sure to be talked 
about for a long time to come!

LIGHTING & SOUND ARE TAKEN CARE OF
Our experienced team would love to take on the 
challenge of organising a unique, creative, and (most 
of all) unforgettable company party with you. Don’t 
worry about professional lighting and sound; we will 
work with our regular audiovisual partner to provide 
first-class technological facilities.

COPRALOODS

21

more information

https://defabrique.nl/evenement/bedrijfsfeest/?utm_source=brochure2017&utm_medium=textlink&utm_content=Feest


DJ

COMPANY PARTY LOODS 7
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BAND PERSERIJ
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PERSERIJ
Anyone standing at the centre of 
our ‘Perserij’ and looking up will 
encounter an immense 14-metre-
high space. The impressive steel 
mezzanine that used to hold 
the old linseed oil mills is the 
perfect backdrop for conferences, 
exhibitions, and parties of 50 to 1,000 
people that will be talked about for 
a long time to come! Original factory 
lights and pipes add a golden gleam 
to the industrial atmosphere.

STYLISH EXPANSION OPTIONS
Our ‘Perserij’ has the Foyer as its very 
own reception room; moreover, the 
‘Jutekelder’ can be set up as an adjoining 
catering room or sub room. On the next 
floor up are four sub rooms featuring 
plenty of industrial details. For example, 
the ‘Douchelokaal’ still contains the old 
showers that the factory workers used 
to use. The ‘Meelzolder’, ‘Havenmeester’ 
and ‘Postkamer’ all feature characteristic 
runway lights. All four spaces are 
suitable for plenary sessions or creative 
workshops.

“From linseed oil 
production to impressive 
steel backdrop.”

24

more information

https://defabrique.nl/en/location/perserij/


“From linseed oil 
production to impressive 
steel backdrop.”

PLENARYBOXING RING SETUP
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“An event at the ‘Perserij’ is 
sure to impress everyone!”
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PLENARY DOUCHELOKAAL

PLENARY JUTEKELDER
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KALVERMELK
FABRIEK

At the ‘Kalvermelkfabriek’, factory workers used to 
produce milk powder using calf milk many years ago. 
Nowadays, it makes for the perfect venue for your 
event.

The ‘Kalvermelkfabriek’ consists of nine multi-purpose 
spaces: The ‘Micromengerij’, ‘Loods 5’, ‘Loods 6’, ‘Loods 7’, 
‘Kalvermelk 1’, ‘Kalvermelk 2a – 2b - 2c’, and ‘Kalvermelk 3’. 
Together, these characteristic rooms can house anywhere 
from 40 to 1,000 guests. Our clients’ favourite aspect of this 
venue is the possibility to combine the varous rooms and 
sub rooms in an endless number of ways.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL VENUE
Our clients’ favourite aspect of this venue is the possibility 
to combine the varous rooms and sub rooms in an endless 
number of ways.

INDUSTRIAL DETAILS
At ‘Loods 7’, natural light streams through the tall windows 
that truly make you feel as though you are in a factory. 
The other spaces also clearly used to be involved in the 
production of calf’s milk. With its original silos, remains 
of machinery, and stylish industrial vintage furniture, the 
‘Kalvermelkfabriek’ makes for a striking location for your 
corporate festival, exhibition, or conference.

“9 Industrial spaces 
that used to be 
involved in the 
production of 
milk powder.”

28 more information

https://defabrique.nl/locatie/kalvermelkfabriek/?utm_source=brochure2017&utm_medium=textlink&utm_content=Kalvermelkfabriek
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“After a visit to DeFabrique, 
guests feel as though they have 
experienced, seen, and tasted 
something that they want to share 
with the world.”

PLENARY LOODS 6
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BORREL LOODS 7

DRINKS LOODS 7
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LOODS 7

SUB ROOM KALVERMELK 2A
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SITTING DINNER KALVERMELK 1

EXHIBITION LOODS 7

PLENARY LOODS 6

CLASSROOM SET UP KALVERMELK 1
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The gabled roof of the ‘Copraloods’ is one of the 
eye catchers at DeFabrique. At 940 m², this is the 
second largest space at our events venue. Whether 
you require a theatre setup featuring 1,000 bucket 
seats, or are organising a sitting dinner for 250 
guests, any event will be truly unforgettable when 
held at the ‘Copraloods’.

COCONUT STORAGE
In the past, this warehouse was used as a coconut 
storage. The coconuts were sucked out of the docked 
ships using the elevator next to the warehouse and then 
transported into the warehouse.

MODERN FACILITIES
Sustainable LED lighting in any shade imaginable 
immediately creates the right ambiance in this 
impressive space. The mezzanine is the perfect place for 
entertainment or decorations. Ten access points enable 
incredibly fast Wi-Fi for all guests.

EXCITING ENTRANCE
One enters the ‘Copraloods’ through the ‘Nieuwe Fabriek’ 
and the exciting passageway through ‘Silo 36’, a unique 
space where eight pyramid-shaped silos hearken back to 
the site’s old station as a mixed feed factory. You can also 
incorporate the nearby ‘Kalvermelkfabriek’ or ‘Loods 8’, 
the former distribution centre.

COPRALOODS

“From coconut storage to 
eccentric events venue.”

34

more information

https://defabrique.nl/en/location/copraloods/


“From coconut storage to 
eccentric events venue.”

COPRALOODS

SCAFFOLDING COPRALOODS
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PLENARY

CORPORATE PARTY
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SITTING DINNER

PLENARY

VEILED ENTRANCE

EXHIBITION
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With its curved roof and skylights, 
‘Loods 8’  is a beautiful venue that 
offers endless possibilities. 

‘Loods 8’ used to be part of the 
DeFabrique distribution centre. The 
mezzanine is the perfect space to set 
up your entertainment and eye-catching 
decoration.

COMBINING LOCATIONS
‘Loods 8’ and ‘Silo 36’ are very easily 
combined with the ‘Kalvermelkfabriek‘ 
and the ‘Copraloods‘. 

LOODS 8

38



LOODS 8

COMPANY PARTY
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Eight pyramid-shaped silos are hung 
along the walls of Silo 36. This is 
where the factory workers used to 
prepare mixed feed for transport. 

Nowadays, the silos add ambiance, 
making any product presentation or 
VIP drinks event unforgettable. This 
‘secret’ location has an intimate ambiance 
due to the elevated section on the short-
hand side.

COMBINING LOCATIONS
‘Loods 8’ and ‘Silo 36’ are very easily 
combined with the ‘Kalvermelkfabriek‘ 
and the ‘Copraloods‘.  

SILO 36

DOORLOOP COPRALOODS

40



SILO 36

DRINKS PLENARY
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The ‘Smederij’s’ multifunctional rooms 
are events venue DeFabrique’s latest 
proud addition. The proportion of glass 
lends a transparent character to this 
extraordinary building.
In the afternoon, the sunlight invites 
guests to forge new friendships on 
the private terrace with a view of the 
characteristic elevator.

CONNECTED AND YET SET APART
Alongside the 280m2 large ‘Smederij’, which 
makes for a perfect presentation room and 
features an industrial catering plaza, this 
venue also contains four sub rooms, ‘Smederij 
a, b, c, and d’. Thanks to the glass walls, the 
guests in all of the different sub sessions are 
still connected with one another.

CAREFREE BRAINSTORMING
All spaces are equipped with modern 
audiovisual technology, LED lighting, free 
Wi-Fi, and white bucket seats. The sub rooms 
boast 65-inch LCD screens. We also offer free 
parking with professional support right here 
on our grounds.

SMEDERIJ

DOORLOOP COPRALOODS

“Edgy rooms with 
their very own terrace.”

42

more information

https://defabrique.nl/en/location/smederij/


PLENARY

SMEDERIJ 12D
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CATERING PLAZA 

SMEDERIJ 12A

TERRACE
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TERRACE SMEDERIJ 12C

CATERING PLAZA 
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‘Silo 61’ is a cool, robust location at 
the heart of DeFabrique. The old 
hoists on the ceiling, the authentic 
transport crates scattered around the 
room, and the exposed silos above 
the circular bar make ‘Silo 61’ into a 
highly atmospheric party venue. 

Ranging from a maffia theme to a tropical 
one, ‘Silo 61’ is the perfect site for any 
party featuring anywhere from 40 to 350 
guests. With its large stage, fixed bar, and 
professional lighting, this is the perfect 
venue for an unforgettable celebration.

SILO 61

46

more information

https://defabrique.nl/en/location/silo-61/


SILO 61

LED DANCEFLOOR PLENARY
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The ‘Magazijn’ is a newly constructed 
space under the original DeFabrique 
roof. The wooden floors and industrial 
decor can house anywhere from 40 to 
200 people and provide the perfect 
atmosphere for a party, conference, or 
meeting.

EASILY EXPANDED
If you want to organise a meeting or 
small-scale conference at our ‘Magazijn’, 
rest assured; it can easily be expanded 
into one or more sub rooms. 

MODERN FACILITIES
The ‘Magazijn’ features professional 
theatre lighting and an advanced sound 
system, as well as a fixed stage for your 
speaker or entertainment.

MAGAZIJN

“Old rafters given a 
new look.”

48

more information

https://defabrique.nl/locatie/magazijn/?utm_source=brochure2017&utm_medium=textlink&utm_content=Magazijn


MAGAZIJN
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Hidden underneath these big storage 
silos is our rugged party venue, ‘Silo 
0’. The steel entryway will welcome 
up to 200 guests at a time into this 
atmospherically lit space for an 
intimate party in an atmosphere akin 
to the Berlin club scene. 

REARING TO GO FOR AN AMAZING 
PARTY!
‘Silo 0’ is fully equipped for amazing 
parties, with its stage for your DJ, its 
Chesterfield sofas, its fixed bar and LED 
lighting. It is the perfect location for a 
cool, rugged party.

SILO 0 “Rugged party venue 
hidden beneath the silos.”

50

more information

https://defabrique.nl/en/location/silo-0/


SITTING DINNER

SILO 0

SILO 0
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“An event cannot be called a true success 
unless the food and drinks were wonderful 
too. That is why we continuously challenge 
ourselves to keep surprising you with 
delicious, creative, affordable catering.”

more information
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An event cannot be called a true success 
unless the food and drink was wonderful 
too. That is why we continuously 
challenge ourselves to keep surprising 
you with delicious, creative, affordable 
catering.

FROM NO-NONSENSE CATERING TO 
HIGH-END SITTING DINNER
We will realise your wildest dreams with our 
custom catering. A square full of food trucks 
serving a dozen different dishes? Or fancy 
Gin Tonics, shaken but not stirred, live next 
to the equally fancy oyster bar? Our chef and 
our experienced kitchen team would love to 
take on the challenge and create a delicious 
catering concept in collaboration with you.

CREATIVE CATERING, PRESENTED IN 
AN INDUSTRIAL FASHION
Cream cheese injected into Spanish tostados 
live using a caulking gun, or test tubes full 
of gazpacho… Our creative kitchen team 
is constantly coming up with new ways to 
serve food and drink in a creative, industrial 
manner. For example, we serve our chicken 
meatballs in an oil drum and our sandwiches 
enter the lunchroom by way of Stuart the 
Food Train.

DEFABRIQUE 
CATERING

SILICON GUN FILLED WITH CREAM CHEESE
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 P-P-PASTA

FOODTRAIN
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BBQ

FOOD AND DRINKS 
AT EVENTS
Serving guests during an 
event is an entirely different 
animal than serving guests 
at a restaurant. Guests tend 
to enter in large groups at 
once and often have very 
little time between the various 
elements of their programme, 
meaning that the service is 
filled with high-pressure peak 
moments. Throughout the years, 
DeFabrique has gained extensive 
experience in dealing with 
these challenges efficiently.
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LOCAL AND 
SUSTAINABLE
DeFabrique uses organic and 
regional products as much as 
possible. The notion of limiting 
our so-called ‘food miles’ by 
using local suppliers is a key item 
on our agenda. Our apples are 
sourced from a local farmer in the 
nearby polder, and our juices are 
sourced from the Schulp family 
business in Breukelen.

LOCALLY GROWN APPLES
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PRESENTATION & 
SERVICE
Our events venue DeFabrique 
calls for a cool, industrial 
presentation for food and 
drinks. We like to use 
materials and tools that would 
have been part of our former 
mixed feed factory back in 
the day, such as old tool carts, 
oil drums, cable reels, and 
mobile scaffolding.

BLIKVANGER
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CUSTOMISED FOOD AND 
DRINKS
DeFabrique offers a wide range of 
bites, drinks, lunches, and dinners. 
We prepare a suitable proposal 
based on each event’s individual 
programme. Additionally, we 
provide customised service and 
come up with creative ways of 
serving up our catering efforts. 
For example, we might serve 
dishes on a car windshield for a 
car presentation, on top of books 
for a publisher’s event or serve a 
dressing on the side in syringes 
for a pharmaceutical event.

SKEWERS IN THE GRASS

ITALIAN CAPRESE
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STROOPWAFELS

SNACKS UPON
RECEPTION

First impressions are created upon 
reception, and these first impressions must 
be right! We like to ensure that guests look 
favourably upon your event from reception 
onwards by providing tasty snacks that no 
one will want to pass up.

DEFABRIQUE COOKIES
You can smell them even as you enter 
the hall; the entire space is filled with the 
delicious smell of freshly baked goods 
like brownies, carrot cakes, homemade 
chocolate chunks, and coconut cookies.

LIVE STROOPWAFELS
The best stroopwafels are prepared live, 
in person; you couldn’t get them any 
fresher than this! We serve the tastiest, 
freshest stroopwafels in Utrecht and the 
surrounding area. You can smell them 
even as you enter the hall. So grab a warm 
stroopwafel first, before following it up with 
a delicious cup of coffee.

DEFABRIQUE COOKIES
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KOFFIE LOLLIES

UTD CONCENTRATE
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We will serve a lunch that is 
suitable for your particular guests, 
depending on your type of event. 
We offer a wide range of options.

ROLLING LUNCH
We serve your guests luxury 
sandwiches on mobile scaffolding. 
The scaffolding will draw the guests’ 
attention and serve as a mobile 
sandwich buffet.

ÉTAGÈRE LUNCH
We dot the place with étagères 
featuring a range of miniature 
sandwiches, allowing your guests 
to choose from the many delicious 
toppings themselves. Our freshly made 
soups are served using vending trays.

FOOD TRAIN
DeFabrique is presenting its latest 
concept: Stuart, our food train! Our 
industrial train serves whichever dishes 
you like, ranging from soup or lunch to 
full three-course menus, bringing the 
food to you the way trains used to run 
around factories carrying goods.

LUNCH

SOUPS
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ROLLING LUNCH

MAIN-COURSE SALADS
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Our venue is unique due to its 
industrial character. We enjoy 
reflecting this industrial vibe in 
the way we present our snacks 
as well. For example, we serve 
our delicious Italian Caprese on 
nails, and a range of other bites 
out of tool trolleys.
If this is not industrial or sturdy 
enough to suit your tastes, rest 
assured; we would be happy to 
come up with a custom solution 
that is perfect for your particular 
event.

BORREL

TROLLEY BITES
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SNACK PLATTER AUTHENTIQUE AND MAGNIFIQUE DE KEUZE IS REUZE

BAR SNACKS
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DEFABRIQUE’S KITCHENS GRANNY’S APPLE PIE
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We serve a range of small dishes 
prepared using the most wonderful 
ingredients out of our DeFabrique 
kitchens. Depending on your event’s 
programme, you can also employ 
our kitchens for your lunch, drinks, 
or dinner.

FOOD AMBULANCE

KITCHENS
DEFABRIQUE’S
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Our kitchen team likes to develop dinner concepts that 
are in line with the DeFabrique brand and include ways of 
presenting the food and drinks that are just left of centre.

SHARING DINNER
Our sharing dinner is a mix of fine dining and a set menu. We 
place wooden crates containing water, various types of wine, and 
all of the other necessary supplies at the centre of the tables. The 
first course consists of a range of shot glasses filled with amuse-
bouches, soups, and bites. The guests are in charge of dividing the 
various dishes amongst themselves. Our service team then serve 
the main course and dessert.

ROLLING DINNER
Using our mobile scaffolding, we will serve your guests a first 
course, main course, and dessert. The dishes are presented 
to your guests on the go, making for the perfect combination 
between a walking dinner and a buffet. Thanks to their industrial 
vibe, the scaffolding lines up perfectly with DeFabrique’s overall 
industrial character.

CHEFS ON STAGE
Ready while you wait, and better yet, freshly made while you 
watch! During Chefs on stage, our chefs will prepare your chosen 
dish for you. The concept is simple. Guests are given a card for 
them to note down their name and preferences. For example, at a 
dinner event, they will be able to choose a base, such as potatoes 
or pasta, a protein, such as seafood, meat, or vegetarian, and 
various sauces. Guests then hand their cards to one of the chefs, 
who will prepare their meal for them.

DINERCONCEPTEN
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CHEFS ON STAGE
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Our dinner buffets feature a wide 
range of delicious dishes. Many 
of our buffets are based on street 
food and feature well-known 
dishes such as hamburgers, pizza, 
wok dishes, salads, tapas, and 
Italian pasta dishes. We would 
be happy to discuss the many 
options with you.

DINER
BUFFET

BURGER

FIRST COURSE
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STREETFOODSTICKY CHICKEN
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FROZEN YOGHURT
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DESSERT
A dessert, sweat treat, or final 
course. DeFabrique offers a 
wide range of options, from ice 
cream served out of usherette 
trays to homemade apple pie 
served in individual jars. Or how 
about a course of trolley bites, an 
ice cream buffet, or a course of 
seasonal fruits?

FROZEN YOGHURT

GRANNY’S APPLE PIE
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A popular conclusion to any 
celebration: our paper cones 
filled with chips and mayo. These 
are served right before your 
guests leave to take care of any 
niggling appetite for a snack 
they may still have by the end of 
the night.

COFFEE TO GO
Do your guests have a long way 
to go to get back home? Our 
coffees to go are the perfect 
way to help them stay awake 
until they get there! When your 
event has ended, DeFabrique 
will offer your guests a cup of 
tea or coffee as they leave the 
grounds.

DEPARTURE

PAPER CONE FILLED WITH CHIPS AND MAYO

COFFEE TO GO
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Large events often involve a lot 
of people working ‘behind the 
scenes’ to turn the event into 
a success. These ‘guests’ must 
also be served a good lunch 
and dinner to help them do their 
job properly. At DeFabrique, 
we also put a lot of care and 
attention into our crew meals.

CREW

CREW LUNCH
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From tea to soft drinks made 
using organic fruit, to be mixed by 
guests themselves: DeFabrique 
continues to innovate on all 
fronts, including its range of 
drinks, taking into account all of 
the latest trends and keeping 
our food miles to an absolute 
minimum.

We use organic, regional 
products such as Schulp fruit 
juices and Gulpener beer. 
Additionally, we offer a wide 
range of soft drinks by the Roze 
Bunker, fresh lemonades, and 
detox waters.

DRINKS

COCKTAIL BAR
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ROZE BUNKER LEMONADES

CRAFT BEERS

LEMONADEBAR
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DeFabrique Evenementenlocatie
Westkanaaldijk 7
3542 DA Utrecht

+31 (0)30 240 40 30
info@defabrique.nl
www.defabrique.nl
NINTH PRINTING
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